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Silicon nanomembranes are suspended single-crystal sheets of silicon, tens of nanometers thick,

with areas in the thousands of square micrometers. Challenges in fabrication arise from buckling

due to strains of over 10�3 in the silicon-on-insulator starting material. In equilibrium, the

distortion is distributed across the entire membrane, minimizing the elastic energy with a large

radius of curvature. We show that flat nanomembranes can be created using an elastically

metastable configuration driven by the silicon-water surface energy. Membranes as thin as 6 nm are

fabricated with vertical deviations below 10 nm in a central 100 lm� 100 lm area. VC 2013
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4789553]

Freestanding nanomembranes provide an ideal system

for studying the physics of nanoscale crystalline materials as

well as a unique way to create new functionalities. Among

inorganic membrane materials, silicon nanomembranes dis-

play a range of unusual properties not seen in the bulk,

including reduced thermal conductivity and giant persistent

photoconduction.1–3 Membranes that are flat, exhibiting a

minimal curvature of the lattice planes, can be used in stud-

ies of phonon confinement via diffuse x-ray scattering and in

other experiments that require crystallographically uniform

volumes.4,5 In such measurements, flat crystalline nanomem-

branes with large lateral extents are needed in order to

resolve weak scattering signals. Fabrication of such mem-

branes has been successful in metallic systems,6,7 but has

proven challenging in semiconductors like silicon. Free-

standing silicon membranes have applications in electronic

and photonic materials,8–11 micromechanical devices,12–16

x-ray optics,17–19 macromolecular filters,20 lithographic tem-

plates,17,19 as sensors,21,22 and as low-absorption supports in

transmission electron microscopy. All of these applications

benefit from flat crystalline structures with low lateral

inhomogeneity. Ultra-thin freestanding membranes with

nanometer-scale flatness, however, have not been realized.

Instead, a buckling pattern is commonly observed.1,14,15,23,24

In this letter, we show that flat Si nanomembranes can be

created using a fabrication process that limits the buckling to

a region near the edges of the window supporting the mem-

brane. The membranes are placed under sufficient tension to

overcome the buckling instability resulting from fabrication-

induced residual strains.

By introducing the edge-induced tension, membranes

can be produced with thicknesses as small as 6 nm that

exhibit less than 10 nm of vertical distortion over lateral

dimensions of 100 lm or more. The process begins with a

silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate and uses an anisotropic

wet etching procedure starting from a photolithographic

pattern on the back of the handle wafer, similar to previous

reports.16,17,21,22,25 Edge-supported membranes are released

by removing the buried oxide (BOX) layer from beneath a

region of the device layer. Si membranes with a large range

of thicknesses from tens of lm18,25 to tens of nm have been

fabricated using this approach.14,16,17,19–22,24,26,27 Buckling

often occurs in these structures as a result of compressive

stresses in the silicon device layer. Previous attempts to cre-

ate flat semiconductor membranes have used either strain

relief structures5,14,15 or the deposition of a tensile-stressor

overlayer.19,21

The compressive strain responsible for buckling results

from distortion introduced during the manufacture of the

SOI structure and during subsequent processing. Until it is

released, the SOI device layer is constrained by the BOX

layer, making elastic relaxation of the strain impossible. In a

released unsupported structure in which only the edges of

the membrane are fixed, the minimum elastic energy of the

initially strained silicon layer is achieved when the compres-

sive strain is relieved through buckling across the entire

membrane.28 Forming a flat area within the membrane

requires that the elastic energy be concentrated into narrow

regions away from the flat area. The process of fabricating a

flat membrane must reach the relatively high-energy flat state

by a series of steps in which the total energy of the system is

successively lowered, but in which the transformation to the

uniformly buckled state remains unfavorable.

Buckling patterns for membranes fabricated using a con-

ventional release process are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b),

for membranes with thicknesses of 315 nm and 60 nm,

respectively. A map of the vertical displacement of the sur-

face of the 60 nm-thick buckled membrane is shown in Fig.

1(c). The maximum vertical distortion is 7.8 lm, correspond-

ing to a curvature of 1.5� 10�3 lm�1. The magnitude of the

initial compressive strain in the device layer can be
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estimated by measuring the increase in the length of a line

across the membrane due to elastic relaxation. For the 60 nm

membrane shown in Fig. 1, the excess length along a line

passing through the midpoint of the buckled membrane is

0.74 lm, which corresponds to a compressive strain of

0.37% before release. This number is comparable to an esti-

mate for the primary buckling amplitude, A, based on a clas-

sical elastic continuum calculation, namely, A� 0.5Le1/2,

where L is the edge length and e is the device layer strain.29

Effects consistent with the development of large compres-

sive strains during thinning have also been observed in scan-

ning probe microscopy studies of the roughening of SOI

surfaces at high temperatures.30

Fig. 2(a) shows our modified membrane fabrication pro-

cess creating Si-Si interfaces at the edges of the window, and

thus allowing a metastable flat state to be reached. Silicon

nanomembranes with thicknesses ranging from 315 nm to

6 nm were fabricated beginning with [100]-oriented SOI

wafers consisting of a device layer, a BOX layer with a

thickness of less than 1 lm, and a 625 lm-thick Si (100)

handle wafer. The device layer was thinned by wet thermal

oxidation followed by etching in hydrofluoric acid (HF). A

200-nm-thick layer of non-stoichiometric low-stress silicon

nitride (SiN) was deposited over all surfaces of the sample

using low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) at a

temperature of 850 �C. The SiN layer provides a patternable

mask for the subsequent etch from the back side of the wafer

and also protects the device layer during further processing.

Windows were patterned on the back of the SOI wafer using

photolithography, and the SiN inside the patterned windows

was removed by a reactive ion etch (RIE) in CF4 þ 10% O2

at 60 mTorr. A selective anisotropic etch in KOH was per-

formed in steps, first at 94 �C, then at 84 �C, removing the

handle layer silicon from within the exposed regions. The

BOX layer acted as an etch-stop for the KOH step, resulting

in the formation of SiN/Si/SiO2 windows with lateral dimen-

sions of 200 lm. The SiN layer was then removed using

H3PO4 at 160 �C.

The final step in the fabrication process is the removal

of the BOX layer beneath the membrane using a 49% HF so-

lution. This step releases membranes with thickness equal to

the previously thinned SOI device layer. Flat membranes can

be produced when the HF release step is conducted in a way

that removes not just the BOX below the 200 lm-wide Si

membrane, but also in an additional undercut region extend-

ing approximately 30 lm past the edges. The resulting con-

figuration of the device layer, BOX, and handle wafer is

shown in Fig. 2(a)(vi). After etching in HF to release the

membrane and create the undercut region, the sample was

cleaned in water. The risk of rupturing the membrane with

forces resulting from surface tension was minimized by pass-

ing the sample through the surface of the water at an oblique

angle during immersion and extraction. The undercutting

and subsequent rinsing are especially valuable because these

steps can be performed after the standard procedure for fabri-

cating buckled membranes. It is, therefore, possible to apply

this technique to flatten buckled nanomembranes.

This procedure generates reproducible results for mem-

branes fabricated at two different facilities, starting from dif-

ferent parent SOI wafers. While a small fraction of

membranes fail to flatten at the first de-wetting step follow-

ing the undercut etch, a greater limitation on the yield is

imposed by membrane rupture when passing the sample

across a liquid surface. This failure mode gives us yields of

approximately 50% in membranes thinner than 50 nm, and

close to 100% for membranes thicker than 100 nm.

Optical microscopy observations immediately following

removal from water show that the flattening of the released

membrane occurs while the film of water on the backside of

the membrane dries. The drying proceeds outwards from the

center of the membrane window, as shown in schematically

Fig. 2(b)(i). The creation of a flat area is favored due to the

relative energies of the water-Si, air-Si, and Si-Si interfaces.

The surface energy at the water-Si interface is the greatest,

with a magnitude of 10�13 J/lm2,31 and its contribution is

particularly large because the water-Si interface covers an

area of over 103 lm2 along the edges of the membrane. The

receding liquid film maximizes the area of the water-Si inter-

face and stretches the central dry portion of the membrane.

The excess length in the Si membrane is thus redistributed to

the wet regions near the edge (Fig. 2(b)(ii)). These wet

regions are sharply curved to follow the vertical edges of the

FIG. 1. Optical micrographs of buckled Si membranes with thicknesses of

(a) 315 nm and (b) 60 nm. (c) Height map of the 60 nm membrane obtained

by white light interferometry.

FIG. 2. (a) Fabrication of Si membranes: (i) Starting SOI structure. (ii)

Protection of the device layer by SiN. (iii) Formation of windows via aniso-

tropic etching in KOH. (iv) Removal of the SiN. (v) Release of the mem-

brane from the buried oxide layer of SOI. (vi) Undercutting the buried oxide

below the edges of the windows. (b) Flattening process during the drying of

the membrane: (i) Buckled membrane at the beginning of the drying process.

The trailing edge of the water film progresses outwards (to the right) from

the center of the membrane as the water evaporates. (ii) Membrane profile

after drying, with sharply bent regions along the inner and outer edges of the

Si handle wafer surface exposed by the undercut.
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undercut area. The elastic energy stored in curved regions at

the edge of the membrane is estimated by treating the mem-

brane edge as a beam of width w and thickness t. The beam

is bent with a mean radius of curvature r, which is sensitive

to surface conditions. We therefore use values of r measured

by optical interferometry instead of a calculation from force

balance. The strain energy from bending is proportional to

Elwt3/r2, where E is the elastic modulus in flexure, and l is

the length of the beam. For a 30 nm thick membrane and the

experimentally observed membrane shape, the total strain

energy in the edge regions is 10�12 J. Larger radii of curva-

ture are observed with thicker membranes, causing the cur-

vature and thickness dependence to partially offset each

other, resulting in a weak dependence of the strain energy on

the thickness of the released membranes. The energy cost for

concentrating the buckling strain into a narrow region along

the membrane edges is, therefore, approximately two orders

of magnitude smaller than the surface energy due to wetting,

of 10�10 J or more. The flattened state is thus favored over

the uniformly buckled configuration while the membrane

edges are still in contact with water.

The membrane remains in the metastable flat state after

drying because the edges are constrained by the adhesive

forces between the bottom of the Si membrane and the

exposed surface of the Si handle wafer below the undercut

region. The surface energy between the membrane and han-

dle wafer depends on the smoothness of the contact surfaces,

and thus can only be estimated. Our consideration of the

energy is based on a Si-Si interface energy of 10�13 J/lm2.31

With this value, the energy released by creating the Si-Si

interface is 10�9 J for a contact region occupying 25 lm out

of a total of 30 lm length of the undercut region. The magni-

tude of the Si-Si interface energy is larger than the strain

energy stored in the buckled Si near the edges of the mem-

brane. We find that undercutting 30 lm of BOX, achieved

with a half-hour etch in HF (Fig. 2(a)(vi)), provides surface

energies large enough to ensure repeatability over a number

of samples. This undercut length is observed to increase

approximately linearly with etch time, in the range of

20 lm–40 lm.

Changes to the Si-Si contact energy (e.g., due to interfa-

cial oxidation or from drying of the Si-Si contact) can lower

the energy difference between the flat and uniformly buckled

state. We have observed, for example, that thicker mem-

branes relax slightly towards a buckled state over the course

of one month. We have not observed such a rebuckling

among thin membranes, with thicknesses near 10 nm. The

relaxation is faster when membranes are vibrated during han-

dling and measurements. However, membranes that have

buckled over time may be re-flattened by repeating the final

steps, with a HF dip to remove native oxide, followed by

wetting in DI water and drying.

Optical images of membranes formed using the edge-

induced flattening process are shown in Figs. 3(a) to 3(d).

Optical profilometry of the undercut membranes reveals flat

central regions over 100 lm across with height variations

smaller than 10 nm. Figure 3(e) shows a height map of the

6 nm membrane acquired using white light interferometry

(NewView, Zygo, Inc.), revealing narrow regions along the

undercut edges where the buckling is concentrated. Figure

4(a) shows a profile of the membrane height along a line

through the center of the 6 nm-thick membrane. The overall

reduction in buckling can be quantified using the short- and

large-scale variations in the height of the membrane within

the flat region, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The curvature in a cen-

tral 100 lm region of the membrane is reduced by nearly

three orders of magnitude in comparison with the buckled

membranes.

The crucial difference between the flat and buckled

membranes is apparent in x-ray diffuse scattering measure-

ments. Synchrotron x-ray thermal diffuse scattering (TDS)

studies were conducted at station 26-ID of the advanced pho-

ton source (Argonne National Laboratory) using 10 keV pho-

tons focused to a spot size of 30 lm on the sample. Figure

5(a) shows the scattering pattern acquired using a flat 44 nm-

thick membrane, in which the Si truncation rod from the

(1 3 �1) reflection, as well as the TDS arising from the ther-

mal population of phonons are visible. The details of the ac-

quisition of the diffuse scattering patterns and the analysis of

the TDS are described elsewhere.4 In comparison, Fig. 5(b)

shows the diffuse scattering acquired with a buckled 60 nm

membrane. The dominant contribution to the distribution of

the intensity of x-rays scattered from the buckled membrane

FIG. 3. (a)-(d) Optical micrographs of flat membranes fabricated via the

undercut etch procedure, with thicknesses as indicated. (e) Height map of

the 6 nm-thick membrane surface obtained by white light interferometry.

FIG. 4. (a) Height profile of the 6 nm-thick membrane along a line passing

through the center of the membrane area, horizontal with respect to the

micrograph in Fig. 3(d). (b) Magnified line profile along the center of the

suspended membrane, showing the short- and large-scale variations in the

membrane height.
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arises from the strain gradient and crystalline misorientations

due to buckling. The TDS signal from the buckled mem-

brane is far smaller than these static contributions to the

intensity.

The fabrication strategy we describe here provides a

simple approach to reduce the buckling distortion of edge-

supported Si nanomembranes. The mechanism responsible

for the edge-induced flattening of the membranes involves

an intermediate state that uses the surface energy from con-

tact with a liquid film to overcome the elastic energy associ-

ated with the high strain concentrations at the edges of the

membrane. With this mechanism, the edge-flattening process

produces thin membranes that have smaller distortions than

have been previously reported. The height variation over a

100 lm region of the 6 nm membrane reported here, for

example, is smaller than the height variation over a 25 lm

region of a 55 nm-thick membrane fabricated using a tech-

nique aimed instead at minimizing strains in the device layer

during fabrication.22 We have demonstrated here that the

flatness of the edge-flattened Si membrane reduces the static

contribution to x-ray diffuse scattering, allowing experi-

ments to probe far weaker contributions to the scattered

x-ray intensity distribution than would otherwise be possible.

Other probes, including optical and electron-scattering-based

techniques have the potential for similar improvements with

flattened membranes. Finally, differential etching will allow

similar edge-flattening mechanisms to be developed, based

on the scheme presented here, to create flat membranes from

a number of scientifically and technologically important

materials beyond Si in which similar buckling patterns have

been observed, including oxides32 and compound

semiconductors.
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observed with the flat membrane in (a) is small in comparison with the total

intensity in (b) due to the buckling.
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